Developing Framework to Test Driving Performance at Left-Turn Movement with In-Vehicle Advance Collision Warning Message
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Abstract

Left-turning traffic without a protected left-turn signal is one of the major safety concerns at urban intersections. Though an average of only 10% - 15% of all approaching traffic turns left, significantly a large proportion of left-turn crashes occur involving 21% of all intersection fatal crashes. Where traditional safety countermeasures of signal timing-phasing and use of flashing yellow light have reportedly failed to significantly reduce the rate of crashes, an in-vehicle advance collision warning message can be helpful to reduce left-turn collisions at intersections. In this study, an in-vehicle audio warning application has been designed by providing two safety warning messages (Advance Warning Message and Safe Left-turn Maneuver Message) under the vehicle to vehicle (V2V) communication system, which is triggered based on the acceptable gaps of oncoming opposing vehicles for a safe left-turn. A driving simulator test has been conducted with 30 participants to investigate the impacts of warning messages on performance measures such as speed and acceleration profiles, collision records, brake reaction distance, and intersection clearance time. Statistical results showed that with the help of these messages, all participants were able to reduce speeds and accelerations and chose suitable gaps without potential conflicts. Moreover, the results of questionnaire analysis provide a positive acceptability especially for the Safe Left-turn Maneuver Message. Based on the performance measurements, this type of safety warning messages can be recommended for possible real-road tests for practical applications.
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1. Introduction

Engineers and researchers have always been developing innovative means of traffic control to increase the capacity of urban traffic system and to reduce the travel time, vehicular collisions, and emissions. To reach an optimal performance, a lot of studies have been conducted on geometric design, construction, maintenance, and safety strategies. However, road transportation related human fatalities, injuries, and property losses still have always been affecting the functionality of traffic flow operations. Motor vehicle crashes are one of the leading causes of death at roadway intersections where a number of activities such as turning left, crossing over, and turning right take place [1]. According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s (NHTSA) Fatality Analysis Reporting System’s (FARS) report, the numbers of fatalities at the intersections were 8851 and 8598 for 2012 and 2013 respectively [2]. Though the numbers of fatalities have been reduced by 2.9% from previous year, almost 36% - 40% of all fatal motor vehicle crashes still occur at the intersections every year. One of the most typical crash scenarios among them is Left Turn Across Path—Opposite Direction (LTAP/OD), involving 289,570 of fatalities and injuries annually [3][4].

With the increase in traffic volume, the gaps between two oncoming vehicles became smaller than before which reduced the chances of safe left-turn and increased the queue length with longer waiting time for left-turn traffic. To alleviate this situation, signal phasing has been designed to provide a protected left-turn phase for part of the signal cycle following by a permitted phase [5]. This resulted Protected-Permised Left Turn (PPLT) has shown the increased left turn capacity and reduced delay at intersections. According to a study of before-after crash analysis, the new modification from permitted phasing to protected-merged phase reduced 14% of left-turn crashes [6]. Another study on 197 four-legged signalized intersections in Florida concluded that the frequency of left turn crashes at protected-merged treatment is much higher than protected only action [7]. So in both cases, it can be stated that driver’s driving behavior is more likely driven by their own judgments rather than the regulations while the signal is at permitted phase.

A lot of models have been developed on driver’s tendency of accepting and rejecting gaps between two opposite oncoming vehicles that directly affect the crash severity. Some studies showed that the gap acceptance decisions of drivers are more related to the speed and distance between two successive vehicles [8] and some are related to time-to-arrival of opposing vehicles [9]. However, the investigations on the effect of gap acceptances on individual driving styles are relatively underexplored. The cause of these crashes at the Left Turn Across Path (LTAP)/Opposite Direction (OP, Right-of-way Traffic) can be summarized in some basic categories [4]. The major causes include: (1) human error, in which a driver becomes unable to judge the speed and safe time gaps of oncoming vehicles especially due to the obstructed view, and (2) geometrical design, in which a driver failed to perceive the approaching oncoming vehicles. The other factors are: weather conditions, age, gender, time of day, size of vehicles etc. [10]-[12].

Conventional traffic regulations and safety countermeasures mainly include static traffic control signs and traffic signal timing, which may not be sufficient to prevent crashes at left-turn movement. Moreover, one of the potential problems for left-turn traffic is sight distance obstruction due to the lack of offset or proper designed median, which may lead to a probable collision by confusing drivers to identify acceptable gaps [13]. Even as a solution of installing offset left-turn lanes, drivers may initially be confused by the change in traffic patterns, which may require additional safety countermeasures, such as advanced guide signings, pavement markings, and a longer installation and construction period [14]. Moreover, one of the major causes of sight obstruction and fatal crashes is the placement of a work zone nearby an intersection and also the atmospheric ambience contribute on drivers inadequate surveillances, especially during the night time [15]. According to the Motor Vehicle Crash Data, 7577 fatal crashes have occurred at the intersections due to the darkness [16].

With the advent of Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) technologies, various wireless connected vehicle communication systems have been proposed to enhance the safety in different conflicting areas, such as at un-signalized STOP sign intersection [17], signalized intersection with sun glare disturbance [18], at work zones [19]-[23], car following [24], and so on. The ITS technologies, including 5.9 GHz Dedicated Short-range Communications (DSRC) technologies, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth, could build up the proposed systems to provide drivers with a visual or/and an audio advance collision warning messages. The application of these ITS technologies in the conflicting areas was promising. A recent study showed that an audio collision warning system could reduce the number of intersection crashes by 40% - 50% through shortening driver’s reaction time [25]. Another study by comparative analysis showed that a Smartphone based audio warning application using a female voice rec-
ognition has more effective impact on altering driving behavior than male voice warning [26]. However, the potentiality of a Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) based collision warning message for left-turn safety has been under-investigated. In this regard, a properly designed collision warning message might mitigate the LTAP/OD crashes by detecting all approaching vehicles, measuring their speeds and acceleration rates, and giving two designed audio warning messages (female voice) would warn drivers and instruct them to start the left turn maneuver when a safe departure was calculated.

2. Research Objectives

The objective of this paper is to design and test the advance collision warning message to improve intersection safety for left-turn movement by assisting drivers to make safer turning decisions. Moreover, this paper will investigate the effectiveness of the in-vehicle warning messages on driving behaviors at a sub-urban signalized intersection, designed in a virtual environment with a driving simulator. In addition, it will also identify the available new wireless communication technology and discuss the potentiality in the reduction of vehicular collisions.

3. Existing Strategies on Improving Left-Turn Safety

Various safety strategies have been proposed which are associated with traffic signal, roadway design and advanced technology for left-turn movement. As a signal phasing aid, Flashing Yellow Arrow (FYA) signal indication has been adopted in 2009 Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD). Perhaps, more research is needed on designing effective indication sequences for FYA for desired communication with road users [27]. Many vehicle manufacturer companies have featured modern technologies built in vehicles for various collision warning such as Forward Collision Warning (FCW), Lane Departure Warning (LDW), Blind Spot Warning (BSW), etc. In a recent study by Honda Research Institute, a left-turn aid has been developed by displaying 3s projected path of oncoming vehicle with a 3D Head-Up Display [28].

In sensor based collision warning system, the pair of sensors or laser detectors are installed on the left or right front corner of the host vehicle, which can detect cross-traffic vehicles and calculate their speed and time-to-collision [29]-[31]. The infrastructure based warning systems are basically a communication network between On-Board Equipment (OBE) and Road-Side Unit (RSU), which integrated with signal timing [32]. But for the left turn it is quite difficult, as in U.S.A most of the left-turn signals are at actuated phasing, which might need additional mechanisms. However, either some of these researches have some limitations or some of them are at preliminary observation stage.

Though all of these studies have been conducted to develop innovative safety measures, still studies on the application of V2V technology based countermeasures need more developments for left-turn safety. A recent study by NHTSA has predicted that successful application of this technology potentially address 79% of all vehicle target crashes (4,409,000 by police report) and could save 1083 lives and prevent 592,000 crashes annually at left-turn and intersection movements [33] [34]. In this regard, V2V based warning messages can be a suitable aid to enhance safety for left-turn traffic at the intersections. With the connected vehicle technology, two vehicles can communicate with each other and notify themselves by audio-visual warning, seat vibration, etc. depending on the necessity [35]. So, this technology has the potentiality to be used for the left-turn advance collision warning message suggested in this paper.

4. Proposed In-Vehicle Warning Messages

In this paper, the perceptual system architecture of the proposed audio in-vehicle advanced warning message have been designed by detecting the vehicles in opposite direction within a certain range, in which a driver can make a safe turn excluding the chances of probable conflicts. An on board DSRC equipped device can detect, transmit and receive safety information such as speed, acceleration, heading via wireless signals with other cars within a secure communication. A GPS equipped Smartphone can provide instantaneous geo-location information and share with the DSRC device for a successful transmission. The warning system in this study comprises of two messages.

(1) Advance Warning Message, which is to alert drivers, who are approaching the targeted intersection about the presence of opposite through traffic (Right-of-way Traffic) under the detection range.
(2) **Safe Left-turn Maneuver Message**, which is to instruct drivers to make the turn as there is a safe gap between two vehicles in opposite direction. **Figure 1** demonstrates a basic understanding of the test plan of this paper.

The whole design framework consists of a secure wireless network, which can be developed via Smartphone, DSRC equipped on-board sensors, etc. with the communications to ITS management center’s database. Due to the safety concerns and technical limitations, the framework setting was deployed in a virtual environment of a driving simulator rather than a real road testing. The University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute has launched a pilot program at Ann Arbor, where the vehicles and the infrastructures are integrated with the supportive technology to test the reliability and technical equity of V2V effectiveness depending on driver’s response [36]. This might be a possible scope to test the left-turn aid in real road environment.

5. Scenario Design at Driving Simulator

5.1. Driving Simulator

The use of driving simulator for research has been considerably increased to study safety and recognize the imminent motor vehicle crashes. A simulator can replicates scenarios, including the physical and environmental elements of roadway design in a visual way to evaluate driving performance [37]. A full-motion driving simulator has been employed in this experiment to test the V2V communication network and evaluate the suitable location for warning messages to gain successful results on driver’s reaction time and turning maneuver. This simulator features a high performance and fully-integrated multi-channel audio-visual system with 240° wrap-around displays. As a real automobile, it has driving seat, windshield, side mirror, steering, indicators, dashboard, breaking and accelerating system etc.

5.2. Test Participants

A total number of 30 participants were recruited from Houston, Texas. All participants were required a valid driving license to operate the driving simulator. Following the demographic distribution by the 2010 census of Houston, 19 participants were under the age group of 25 - 65 years, 10 participants were under 25 age group and 1 was over 65. 33% of the participants were female. All participants include 10 high school and undergraduate students, 12 graduate students, 2 Ph.D. students, and 4 job holders.

5.3. Traffic Scenarios and Audio Warning Messages Design

The scenarios were developed in driving simulator using the software Hyper Drive following three steps-1) Choosing the tile according to the test roadway layout, 2) Positioning the static and dynamic entities (speed limit

![Figure 1. Basic framework of in-vehicle advance collision warning message.](image-url)
signs, traffic signals and signs, and other motor vehicles), and 3) Scripting and setting up the location triggers. The scenarios were designed according to the Manual on Traffic Control Device (MUTCD) specifications [38]. The scenario has a work zone in the opposite lane, which was designed according to Chapter 6 (Fig. 6 H-23) Left-Hand lane closure on the far side of the intersection. Figure 2(a) shows the intersection design in Hyper Drive and Figure 2(b) shows the view from subject car during the driving test.

A sub-urban intersection with two lanes in each direction with no offset tile has been chosen as a suitable solution. The driving test includes four scenarios and in each scenario drivers were asked to make a left turn at the intersection where the signal is at permitted phase (Yield on Green). As the participant approached the intersection, a series of oncoming vehicles with pre-designed speed enter the intersection from the opposite direction at an increasing time gap intervals from 1 to 8 seconds. Due to the presence of a big construction vehicle in the work zone, the subject driver could not see those approaching vehicles clearly. This affects their judgments on gap acceptances. The sequence of the scenarios was followed by a pre-designed table in order to avoid the unnecessary guesses by the participants. The drivers were instructed before starting each scenario according to the sequence.

The most important part in scenario design is the placement of location triggers, which could convey in-vehicle messages. As soon as the subject vehicle reached into the designed radius of the triggers, the encryptions would be activated and the driver will receive two voice-warning messages. Both were female voices that were generated from an online Text to Speech (MP3) converter LISTEN [39]. All participants were asked to drive a practice session before the test to make them comfortable with the automobile cabin and also to make them be accustomed with the left turn radius. After the test, each participant filled up a post questionnaire survey regarding their simulator driving experiences. The whole process including the post-questionnaire took approximately 12 - 15 minutes each.

In the scenarios, the dimension of the intersection from stop line to opposite stop line is 42 m × 42 m. The posted speed limit for subject vehicle is 35 mph (56.3 km·h⁻¹ or 15.65 m·s⁻¹) and the road width is 3.6m. According to MUTCD Chapter 6, the speed limit for opposite through vehicle is 25 mph (40.23 km·h⁻¹ or 11.18 m·s−¹ for temporary work zone availability) [38]. Figure 3 illustrates a typical layout of intersection considering the left lane as left-turn lane and consists of four-lane roadway, a work zone, and a PPLT signal phasing (protected-permitted left-turn) designed in the simulator. Four scenarios with all this fixed specifications have been designed. Table 1 shows the detail information on scenarios and audio messages.

6. Test Procedure

Two important distances were determined in this study: 1) Advance warning message distance (Da) and 2) Safe left-turn maneuver message distance (Ds).

1) Advance Warning Message Distance (Da)

In Figure 4, location A is the trigger point of advanced warning message. D₁ and D₂ represent the distances of roadway static signs from the stop line of the intersection.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** Test scenarios design in simulator. (a) Intersection design in Hyper Drive; (b) Driving test session at the intersection waiting for left-turn.
Figure 3. Typical layout of intersection design used in this research.

Figure 4. Placement of roadway signs and advance warning message for simulator test.

Table 1. Description and sequence of four scenarios and two messages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time of day</th>
<th>Description and sequence of the scenarios and message options</th>
<th>Content of messages (female voice)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scenario type</td>
<td>Message option</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day-time</td>
<td>Baseline scenario</td>
<td>No message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Warning message scenario</td>
<td>Two audio messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Night-time</td>
<td>Baseline scenario</td>
<td>No message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Warning message scenario</td>
<td>Two audio messages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the table of Stopping Sight Distance from Section 3 of Roadway Design Manual of TxDOT, the brake reaction distance is predicted on a time of 2.5 s (Driver’s Perception-reaction Time) and deceleration rate is 11.2 fts$^{-2}$ or 3.413 ms$^{-2}$ [40]. When the design speed is 35 mph or 15.65 ms$^{-1}$, Brake reaction distance is 39 m and the breaking distance is 35.85 ~ 36 m on level. The total stopping sight distance would be 75 m.
When a driver receives an audio message, he will take a certain amount of time to apply the brake. The whole stopping time undertakes driver’s reaction time, deceleration time and message time to stop before the stop line and to ensure that there is no vehicle in the intersection for crossing. The advance warning message lasts for 2 s.

So, 2 s message distance is the distance travelled during driver received the message.

- Brake Reaction Distance \( (D_p) = 2.5 \times 15.65 \text{ ms}^{-1} = 39 \text{ m} \) (Speed Limit= 15.65 ms\(^{-1}\))
- Braking Distance \( (D_b) = \frac{v^2}{2\mu g} = 35.85 \sim 36 \text{ m}; \) Where, \( \mu = \text{Co-efficient of friction, for concrete} \ mu = 1 \) and \( g \) = Deceleration Rate \([41][42]\)
- 2 s Message Distance \( (D_m) = 2 \times 16.09 = 32.18 \text{ m}\)

So, Advance Warning Message Distance \( (D_a) = \) Stopping Sight Distance (Brake Reaction Distance+ Braking Distance) + 2 s Message Distance = 39 + 36 + 32.18 = 107.18 m \sim 107 \text{ m}

2) Safe Left-turn Maneuver Message Distance \( (D_s) \)

In Figure 5, location B is the point where the driver of subject vehicle receives the safe left-turn maneuver massage when there is safe gap between two vehicles in opposite direction.

So, Safe Left-turn Maneuver Message Distance \( (D_s) = \) Brake reaction distance \( (D_p) + 1 \text{ s message distance} \( (D_m) + 4 \text{ s gap distance between car 3 and car 4} = 39 + 16.09 + 64.36 = 119.45 \sim 120 \text{ m}.\)

While receiving the advance warning message, the driver would decelerate smoothly and slow down before the stop line and wait for further instructions as the message conveys. After car 3 left the intersection and car 4 is at a safe gap distance, safe left-turn maneuver message will be delivered to make a safe turn before car 4 reaches the intersection. An observational study in the field found that 85% of the passenger vehicles require max. 3.5 s to execute a left turn, which is less than the safe gap time, designed in this study \([31]\). In the simulator test, participants drove in the baseline scenarios without any audio instructions. In most of the cases, participants felt it difficult to watch opposite through vehicles due to the view obstruction by work zone and they drove into the intersection to watch ahead and then made the turn. During the audio messages scenarios, participants stopped before the stop line leaving the intersection clear and then the second message helped them to make the turn safely. The purpose of this study is, if a driver failed to see an incoming vehicle from opposite direction, through this technology driver can get help to understand that there will be a vehicle arriving within few seconds, which might involve into an unexpected collision.

7. Results and Discussions

The simulator-based driving tests of 30 participants in different scenarios were analyzed based on recorded data provided by Hyper Drive software. The data present the indexes of 1/60 s (1 s = 60 records) including vehicles geo-location, speed, acceleration rate, collision information, steering angle, etc. By using the interpolation function in MATLAB, the evenly distributed records along the time axis were converted into evenly distributed records along the space axis (meter by meter data sets). In this research, some basic indexes have been chosen to measure the performances of the warning messages, such as speed profiles, acceleration rate, brake reaction dis-
tance, time required for left turn and collision observations. Later, a paired t test by SPSS software has been conducted to examine the significance of the results of driving test.

7.1. Speed Profiles

To compare the speed profiles for 30 participants, mean speeds have been calculated for four scenarios. The variations in speed curves represent driving behaviors for each scenario. The high value of mean speed and distance means that the vehicle entered the intersection with a high speed, which might be dangerous. Figure 6 shows that in the baseline scenarios, drivers enter the intersection (approximately 10 m inside, BC distance in Figure 6) with a comparatively higher speed (10 mph or 4.47 ms\(^{-1}\) higher) than the message scenarios. In the night-time baseline scenario, the mean value is higher than other scenarios, because driver’s judgment of the distance of approaching intersection wasn’t clear due to the darkness. With the help of warning messages, drivers were able to stop before the stop line with a reduced speed and waited for the suitable gaps. After the second audio message drivers smoothly accelerate and make the turn safely.

In the paired t-test, the statistical difference of mean speeds between baseline and audio warning scenario in daytime was significant with \(p\)-value = \(1.0879 \times 10^{-4}\). Similarly, a significant statistical difference of mean speeds with a \(p\)-value = 0.001 existed between the baseline scenario and audio warning message scenario at night-time. This significance at 95% of confidence level justify that the warning messages have a potential impact on speed profiles which affect driving behaviors.

7.2. Impacts on Acceleration

Acceleration or deceleration is one of the most important performance measures to analyze the safety issues while driving. In the real world, drivers usually achieve a certain speed limit and when there is some situation for braking, they take some reaction time to apply the brakes. In the baseline scenarios, when participants were approaching the intersection, most of them sharply decelerate close to the stop line when they found incoming opposite vehicles. Some of the participants haven’t reduced their speed much and turn left with a potentiality of collision with car 3. Figure 7 demonstrates the mean acceleration distribution of 30 participants for four scenarios. In the baseline scenarios, the curve after the stop line has more than two peaks. That means they have applied brake several times due to the misjudgment of gaps within the intersection. In the message scenarios specially in the night time, drivers uniformly decelerate before the stop line when they got the first message (excluding reaction distance) and after the second message the curves show smooth acceleration for both times.

![Figure 6. Comparison of mean speed of 30 participants for four scenarios.](image-url)
The statistical difference between the baseline scenario and audio message scenario for day-time shows a significant value of $p < 0.001$. With 95% confidence level, the result indicates that the message implication helped the drivers to drive smoothly within the intersection.

### 7.3. Brake Reaction Distance for Advance Warning Message

The brake reaction distance for the advance warning message shows the impact of reaction time on driving behaviors. In this research, the designed reaction time is 2.5 s. The brake reaction time can be calculated based on the reaction distances (higher the distance lowers the chances of any potential collision). Brake Reaction Distance is the distance, which is traveled while the drivers get the warning and apply the brake. From the statistical observations of the acceleration graph we can calculate the reaction distances, when each participant released the acceleration before the stop line. Due to the upcoming intersection, all participants started to decelerate early, but with the message especially in night-time scenario, participants reacted promptly. That implies that with the message participants get advance notification on upcoming situation if they failed to notice any intruding traffic due to any disruption. Figure 8 shows the mean brake reaction distance with the standard deviation for 30 participants. With the advance warning the brake reaction distance reduced to 19.27 m and 25.24 m respectively for day and night time.

With 95% paired t-test, the statistical difference between the baseline scenarios and audio message scenarios for day-time and night-time showed a significant value of $p$-value = $3.43 \times 10^{-5}$ and $p$-value = $4.97 \times 10^{-4}$ respectively. With such confidence level, the result indicates that the message implication helped the drivers to react more efficiently for safer decisions.

### 7.4. Impact of Safe Left-Turn Maneuver Message on Intersection Clearance

The intersection clearance time mostly depends on the gap acceptances of the drivers. In the baseline scenarios, participants tried to turn in 3 s and 4 s gap within opposite vehicles and couldn’t finish the turn as they perceived that the time is not enough for turning. In those cases, they drove within the intersection with a much higher speed and brake several times as they noticed opposite oncoming vehicles. This situation left an unsafe distance between two opposite vehicles. In the real world, intersection clearance is one of the most important countermeasures for safety. If a vehicle waits for a long time within the intersection without finding a suitable gap, it may lead to a hazardous situation with through traffic across path as the change in signal timing. Figure 9 shows the mean time to make the turn from left-lane stop line to across path stop line (total wait time before a driver make a left turn) with the standard deviation value of 30 participants. As per the chart, the mean value of time required for left-turn in the message scenarios reduced by 2.7 s and 2.1 s for day and night time respectively.
7.5. Collision Observations

Table 2 demonstrates the collision observation results subtracted from the collision data and headway time and distances with opposite through vehicles.

It is found that, total twelve participants had a close distance with car 2 (headway time less than 3.5 s), as they enter the intersection with moderately higher speed and decelerate abruptly with hard braking, which showed amateur driving skills. Moreover, total 15 participants had a critical distance with car 3 (headway time less than 3.5 s) as they failed to notice it and as a result had to make a hard brake within the intersection. With the audio warning application, 30 participants were able to make a safe left turn and also maintained a secured headway.
Table 2. Collision observation from recorded data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time of day</th>
<th>Scenario type</th>
<th>No of collision with Car 3</th>
<th>No of potential collision with car 2</th>
<th>No of potential collision with car 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Day-time</td>
<td>Baseline scenario</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Warning message scenario</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Night-time</td>
<td>Baseline scenario</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Warning message scenario</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

distance with car 2, 3 and 4, which surely indicates that the audio warning had a positive impact on driving behavior.

8. Questionnaire Survey

Based on post-test questionnaire survey, 30 participants agreed that the audio messages helped them make a safe left-turn which is an indication of defensive driving. 21 participants (70%) wanted to install this technology in their vehicle, where 9 people were indifferent of its usage. Moreover, 66% and 96% people for day-time and night-time respectively felt that the audio warning was extremely helpful.

During the test, 22 participants (73%) successfully followed the instructions of the messages and felt that the warnings did not increase any additional work load, where 7 participants felt that it will take more time to get used to the warning messages. 80% participants appreciated the Safe Left-turn Maneuver Message more than the Advanced Warning Message. They also mentioned that the message content were clear and user-friendly. The survey results provided a positive indication of participants on the usage of in-vehicle audio messages for intersection safety and to recognize the traffic situation earlier especially in an obstructed or invisible traffic situation.

9. Conclusions

In this paper, a perceptual framework of in-vehicle collision warning message as a left-turn driving aid has been outlined and deployed through a driving simulator test to enhance safety at the urban intersections. From the comparative statistical analysis, values of mean speed of 30 participants showed a significant impact on driving behavior depending on driver’s reaction in the message scenarios. Moreover, the comparative analysis also showed that the ambience of night-time scenarios contribute to the effectiveness of performance measures, as most of the participants showed different driving pattern at night-time. In terms of mean acceleration, the baseline scenarios have more peaks in the curves especially after the delivery of Safe Left-turn Maneuver Message, which demonstrates that drivers accelerate and decelerate randomly as they were unsure on upcoming situations which cost more vehicular emissions.

With the impact of this particular warning message, most of them uniformly accelerate and make the turn safely. Most importantly, it had been observed that 80% of participants were able to make the turn in a short time than the baseline scenarios which contributed in reduction of travel time. In addition, the questionnaire survey and the collision analysis showed a promising possibility for this aid at left-turn movement. Considering the positive results and discussions of this experiment and utilizing the prospects and advantages of V2V technology, the designed audio warning would assist drivers to determine if a safe gap is available to execute the left-turn by providing messages depending on the availability of vehicles in opposite direction. To further investigate the potentiality of this type of technology, road test with a diverse demographic representation should be conducted to validate the operational impact of driving behavior with more performance measurement analysis in real environment.
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